FABRIC MASK
anti-projection et reusable
Given the current health crisis, the social-insertion enterprise, PetitesMains, has developed a reusable fabric anti-projection mask, to help
reduce the risk of spreading COVID-19 (coronavirus). In order to ensure
that everyone has access to a mask regardless of socioeconomic status,
we have chosen to offer the masks at the lowest price point possible.
The mask is designed to be a comfortable and easy to use as possible.
The outer and inner layers are made from cotton, which is soft on the
face, while ensuring safety.
We are offering two unisex sizes:
- Adult: 18 x 9.5 cm
- Child: 15.5 x 9 cm

FABRIC MASK
anti-projection et reusable
MATERIALS

Poplin (90% cotton / 10% polyester), insulating fabric and elastic.

DESCRIPTION

Anti-projection mask composed of three layers (two cotton and one
insulating), with three folds and elastics to go around the ears. The folds
allow for adjustments to best cover the mouth and nose. If you need a
snugger fit, you can also shorten the elastics with a knot.

USAGE AND CARE
Before the first usage, and between each subsequent use, wash the
mask in hot water (max 60°c). Air dry. Press at medium heat after drying,
taking care to avoid the elastics.

HOW TO PUT ON THE MASK
•
•
•
•

Wash hands
Place the mask on your face, taking care to ensure it covers your
mouth and nose. Place the elastics around your ears and adjust to
make sure the mask is tight against your face
Once the mask is in place, be careful not to touch the mask or your
face
Change the mask after 3 hours or sooner if you find that it is moist

HOW TO REMOVE THE MASK
•
•
•
•

All of the items produced at Petites-Mains are fair-trade and are made
locally by people trained on site. All profits of all items sold by our nonprofit organisation are reinvested in our training and social-insertion
programmes.

Wash hands
Pull the mask off your face by the elastics, keeping the mask as far
as possible from your face
After removing the mask, place it directly into the washing machine,
or a plastic bag to isolate it
Immediately wash hands

ATTENTION: Wearing this mask will never be as efficient as a surgical or N95
mask. Always follow the recommended hygiene procedures, keep a two meter
distance from others and wash your hands for 20 seconds as often as possible. A
misused mask can become a haven for germs and may end up causing more
problems than it solves.

For information regarding our prices and to place an order
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